We observed the tensile deformation process of silver nanocontacts (Ag NCs) in situ at room temperature by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. Simultaneously, the conductance and the tensile force of the NCs were measured. Stress-strain relationship of Ag NC was investigated. Typical saw-tooth curves showing elastic and plastic deformations of NCs were observed. The Young's modulus of NCs was estimated from the stress-strain curve.
I. INTRODUCTION
Metallic nanocontacts (NCs) exhibit intriguing electric properties for next-generation nanometer-sized devices, i.e., ballistic conduction and the quantized conductance defined by a quantum unit (G 0 = 2e
2 /h, where e is the electron charge and h is Planck's constant) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Metallic NCs are produced by contact of two nanometer-sized tips and are thinned by subsequent breaking. Thus, the structure of metallic NCs depends on their deformation characteristics. Whereas much effort by simulation has been directed for understanding the atomistic deformation dynamics of metallic NCs, in situ high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) has taken a prominent role in the direct observation of the dynamics [17, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The atomistic dynamics of NCs of only limited metallic elements, such as gold, palladium, and iridium, has been observed [25] [26] [27] . In this report, we focus on silver (Ag) NCs and investigate their tensile deformation by in situ HRTEM with subnanonewton force measurement.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental method in this study was developed on the basis of in situ HRTEM combined with subnanonewton force measurements used in atomic force microscopy (AFM) and electronic conductance measurements used in scanning tunneling microscopy [19, 23] . The system is illustrated in Fig. 1 . First, we prepared nanometer-sized Ag tips: Ag was evaporated in a vacuum chamber and deposited on a Si cantilever with a nanotip for AFM. The spring constant of the cantilever was 5.3 ± 0.3 N/m. The cantilever tip was attached to the front of a tube piezoelement on a cantilever holder for HRTEM. A Ag plate of 0.2 mm thickness was attached to the second plate holder. The contact edge of the plate for contact was thinned to 5-20 nm by argon ion milling. The cantilever and plate holders were then inserted into the in situ transmission electron microscope at the University of * This paper was presented at International Symposium on Surface Science and Nanotechnology (ISSS-5), Waseda University, Japan, 9-13 November, 2008. † Corresponding author: kizuka@ims.tsukuba.ac.jp Tsukuba. The specimen chamber of the microscope was evacuated first by a turbomolecular pump and then by an ion pump, resulting in a vacuum of 1 × 10 −5 Pa. The cantilever tip was brought into contact with the edge surface of the opposing plate by piezomanipulation while applying a bias voltage of 65 mV. The cantilever tip was then pressed into the plate to prepare NCs and then retracted to elongate them. A series of these manipulations was performed at room temperature. The structural dynamics during the process was observed in situ by lattice imaging by HRTEM using a television capture system. The time resolution of image observations was 17 ms. The force acting on NCs was simultaneously measured by the optical detection of cantilever deflection. The electrical conductance was measured using a two-terminal method. The high-resolution images and detected signals in this sys- tem were simultaneously recorded and analyzed for every image. Figure 2 shows a time-sequence series of high-resolution images of a tensile deformation process of a Ag NC. The retraction speed was 1.6 nm/s. The tip and the plate are observed as dark areas in the upper and the lower sides in Figs. 2(a)-2(f) , respectively. The lattice fringes of the (111) planes were imaged on the plate, as shown in Fig. 2 . This plate was negatively biased by 65 mV to the tip. In the middle of Fig. 2(a) , the contact of approximately 3.5 nm width is located. Since both the edge surfaces of the tip were parallel to those of the plate, as shown in Fig. 2(d) , the orientation of the tip and plate are identified to be the same. As the tip was retracted from the plate along [110] , as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 2(a) , the NC was thinned gradually, as shown in Figs. 2(a)-2(e) . In Fig. 2(e) , the contact width decreased to several-atoms width. The contact finally broke, as shown in Fig. 2(f) . The slip occurred on the (111) planes along [011] . This slip system is typical one in face-centered-cubic metals. We focused on the mechanical properties of the NC shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 3 shows variations in the strain (ε), the minimum cross-sectional area of the NC (S), the force (F ) and stress (σ) applied on the NC, the current (I) and current density (ρ) through the NC during tensile deformation presented in Fig. 2 as function of time. To estimate ε, we defined two stationary points beside the NC [23] . The distance between the two points at time a in plate distance at a piezovoltage of zero was comparable to the spatial resolution of the observation, as a result of which the error of the estimated strain and stress was 0.01 and 0.05 GPa, respectively. Times a-f in Fig. 3 correspond to those of the images in Figs. 2(a)-2(f) . We assumed that the cross-sectional area of the NC at its minimum width was circular, and calculated the area from the width measured in the images. The strain increased gradually as time passed, and in contrast, the minimum cross-sectional area decreased with time. The NC was thinned to the several atoms at time e, as observed in Fig. 2(e) . We calculated the stress and the current density by dividing the force and the current by the minimum cross-sectional area, respectively. Slip events occurred at discrete decreases in both the force and stress. Simultaneously, the current showed rapid variations, as seen in Fig. 3 . Figure 4 shows a stress-strain relationship of the Ag NC observed in Fig. 2 . As the strain increased, the stress showed a saw-tooth variation corresponding to a typical cycle of elastic elongation and slip. In Fig. 4 , the cycles are demarcated by the dashed lines. The NC structure changed for each cycle. The stress at each edge of the saw-tooth implies the yield stress for each structure; the value is ∼ 0.5 GPa. The increase in strain in each cycle corresponds to the elastic limit of each structure. The elastic limit ranged from 0.005 to 0.05. We estimated the Young's modulus for each cycle to be from 1.3 ± 0.6 to 9.0 ± 6.2 GPa, which decreases by at least 90% from that of Ag bulk ∼ 80 GPa. Before breaking, around a strain of ∼ 0.38, the Young's modulus increased. It is suggested that the bonding nature of the NCs changes owing to size reduction to several atoms.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

IV. CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the variation in the structure of Ag NCs, and the force acting on and conductance through them during tensile deformation. The yield stress, elastic limit and Young's modulus were estimated to be 0.5 GPa, 0.005-0.05, and 1.3-9.0 GPa, respectively, revealing that the mechanical properties of Ag NCs are considerably different from that of coarse-grained Ag crystals. The mechanical constants measured in this study implies that Ag NCs are stable when they are assembled into LSI.
